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Corporate Excellence Through Technology

As India catches up to its potential
of becoming a global economic
superpower, it is critical to
acknowledge the vanguards of this
change. SAP honored some of the
most innovative Indian companies in a
glittering awards ceremony.

T

he dominance of India as an IT
innovator is not incidental, nor is
it constrained to the widely celebrated ‘talented manpower’ argument.
The fact that companies in India across
sectors and scale are establishing global
performance benchmarks has been a
critical stimulant to the rise of Indian IT.
These dynamos of growth have taken IT
from a support function to a key business tool that can take your business vision, imagination and dreams to reality.
The recently conculded, ‘6th SAP
Awards for Customer Excellence’ (ACE)
ceremony was a celebration of this very
attribute of the Indian corporate diaspora. Organized by SAP in association with
NetApp, a global leader in storage and
data management, the event was staged
at the magnificent, Hotel ITC Maratha
in Mumbai. The SAP ACE awards focused on identifying the best deployments amongst the comprehensive SAP

“India is a critical market for us
and our focus in India goes beyond
financial success., market share
etc. We firmly believe that the
Indian market is a great learning
ground for us and we can leverage
the innovation potential of our
customers here to improve our
existing products and launch new
ones to succeed in other markets.
Suprakash Chaudhuri, Acting Managing
Director, SAP Indian Subcontinent
solution portfolio in India, Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh. In a keenly contested pool
of over 151 nominations, the highest
ever in the 6 year history of the awards,
23 companies went on to claim the
honors across 21 award categories. SAP
also gave special recognition awards to
6 customers highlighting the pioneering work done by them in the emerging
solution areas, including Database &
Technology, HANA and Mobility.
A platform of repute
The SAP ACE awards, in its short but
enviable 6 year history have quickly
taken over the mantle of being a leading platform for recongizing technological prowess of the Indian corporates.

Backed by a strong vision, resource
commitment and industry confidence,
SAP ACE awards have grown stronger
over the years with participation and
award categories growing at a rapid
pace. Highlighting SAP’s vision behind these awards, Sanjay J. Poonen,
President and Corporate Officer, Global
Solutions and Head of Mobility Divisions, SAP AG said, “The ACE awards
recognize the cutting edge work that
Indian enterprises are doing from a SAP
implementation perspective, to deliver
game-changing innovation and value to
their business.”

The Jury
The adjudication of the winners involved
a rigorous three step evaluation process
that included performance benchmarking
across 5 KPIs and 10 best practices with
customer interviews and a detailed jury
discussion. The jury panel included Prof
S. Sadagopan, Director – IIIT Bangalore,
Abhishek Jayaswal, Group Managing Director, Abhijeet Group, and Anantha Sayana, Vice President & Head - Corporate
IT, Larsen & Toubro Limited.
Summing up their experience at SAP
ACE awards, the jury outlined how going
through different entries made them realize the kind of creative utility that Indian
enterprises are deriving out of SAP’s world
class products. They also pointed out the
tremendous opportunity that Indian companies have in front of them with respect
to leveraging the power of effective IT solutions in every aspect of their business.
Highlighting the scope of peer learning,
the jury hailed the SAP ACE awards as
an intellctually rewarding platform for all
stakeholders. They felt strongly that companies can learn extensively from each other at such platforms and their association
with global leaders like SAP can help them
quickly tide over the learning curve and deliver enhanced business performance.

The future
With the resounding success of the SAP
ACE Awards 2012, SAP is commited to
invigorating this platform further in the
years to come. Talking about the importance of the Indian market and this
event for the SAP, Suprakash Chaudhuri,
Acting Managing Director, SAP Indian
Subcontinent, said, “India is a critical
market for us and our focus in India goes
beyond financial success., market share
etc. We firmly believe that the Indian
market is a great learning ground for
us and we can leverage the innovation
potential of our customers here to improve our existing products and launch
new ones to succeed in other markets.
SAP ACE Awards over the last 6 years
have been the focal point for us to take
a look at the emerging market needs and
how our customers are innovating to fulfill these needs. The learning from these
cases has helped us understand our customers and market better and hence, going forward we are commited to promoting this platform even more.”

Event Partner:

Ashok Leyland Special Recognition for lever- Asian Paints Best Run Award in Mobility
aging industry solution for Automotive for their
large and complex business

Bharat Petroleum Corporation - Best Run
Award in Compliant Organisation

BHEL Hyderabad - Special Recognition for
Leveraging SAP in a Project Based
Organization

Bilcare - Best Run in Innovative Usage of SAP

Cox and Kings Limited - Best Run Award in Essar Projects India - Best Run Award in AnaHR - Emerging Business
lytics – Large Enterprise

Essar Steel - Best Run Award in Manufacturing – Large Enterprise

Everest Industries - Best Run Award in Implementation – Emerging Business

GSPC Gas Company - Best Run Award in
User Adoption Initiatives

Haldia Petrochemicals - Best Run Award in HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company Finance
Best Run Award in Sales Force and Customer
Service Effectiveness

HPCL-Mittal Energy - Best Run Award in HR - ICICI Bank - Best Run Award in Budgeting,
Large Enterprise, Best Run Award in Sourcing Planning & Consolidation
& Procurement

Indian Overseas Bank - Special Recognition
for Using Database

Infosys - Best Run Award in IT (Technology Indian Oil Corporation - Best Run Award in N K Minda Group - Best Run Award in ManuSolution)
HR - Large Enterprise
facturing Emerging Business

Ramakrishna Forgings - Best Run in R&D, Sudarshan Chemical Industries - Best Run
Award in Supply Chain
Design and New Product Development

Other Winners:
KCP Projects - Best Run Business of the
year using B1
Endurance Technologies - Best Run
Award in Implementation - Large Enterprise
John Keels Holding - Best Run Business
of the Year – Sri Lanka
Dutch Bangla Bank- Special Recognition
for Financial Inclusion
TVS Motor Company - Special Recognition for
Enterprise Support Adoption

Tata Housings - Best Run Award in Sales Force Usha International - Special Recognition for
Real time analysis of Big Data
and Customer Service Effectiveness

Varun Beverages - Best Run Award in Analytics – Emerging Business

